are experienced handcrafters and friends
who have collaborated on multiple books.
They love sewing, quilting, weaving, and
crochet, and coming up with ways to make
handcrafting easy, fun, and fabulous.

IT’S JUST SO EASY
For a complete catalog of craft books,
contact:

Discover the quick, uncomplicated way to place beads exactly where you
want them, without having to string them onto the working yarn in advance!

MADE EASY
Simple Techniques, Handy Shortcuts, and 60 Fabulous Projects

LIV ASPLUND AND JANE ASPRUSTEN

admit that knitting with beads can often
seem like too much trouble. But guess what?
Achieving beautiful results doesn’t have to
be time-consuming or tedious! Gone are the
days when you had to constantly slide beads
down as you watched your beautiful yarn
get rubbed apart—there is a better method,
and Asplund and Asprusten share it in this
fabulously illustrated book.
With the techniques inside, knitting with
beads becomes quick, easy, and straightforward: You place the beads exactly where
they need to go, without having to string them
onto the working yarn in advance. It is fast,
fun, and simple, ensuring that every piece can
sparkle; every accessory can shine.
Along with instructions on how to use their
system for knitting with beads, the authors
include a wonderfully rich collection of
designs to put your new skills to the test.
With over 60 projects—from hats, wrist
warmers, scarves, and cowls to bags, socks,
shrugs, and ponchos; from thick and cozy
to fine and draping—there is something for
everyone here. Take your pick and get ready
to dazzle, knowing you’ve added that little
extra twinkle from head to toe.
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Stylish garter stitch
wrist warmers
These wrist warmers will dress up every type of outfit. You
won’t need any other jewelry when you are wearing these.

difficulty level

NEEDLES

Easy

U.S. size 4 / 3.5 mm: circular

FINISHED MEASUREMENTS

GAUGE

These wrist warmers are very elastic and will fit
most wrists. They measure approx. 8¾ in / 22 cm
at the bottom edge with beads and are about
5¼ in / 13 cm long. If you want larger or smaller
wrist warmers, you can make the section before/
after the bead area shorter/longer.

20 sts in garter st = 4 in / 10 cm.
Adjust needle size to obtain correct gauge if
necessary.

INSTRUCTIONS
Read through the instructions all the way to the
end before you start to knit. The wrist warmers
are worked back and forth and seamed afterwards. Make both alike.

MATERIALS
Yarn:
CYCA #3 (DK, light worsted) Sandnes Garn
Alpakka (100% alpaca, 120 yd/110 m / 50 g),
Color 1099, 50 g
Beads:
98 beads, gray metallic luxury wax beads, 5-6 mm
(Creativ Company)

CO 25 sts (the length of the cuff). Knit back and
forth in garter st for approx. 2 in / 5 cm. Place
beads as follows: Place a bead (see page 6) but
do not knit the stitch; work the st as k1tbl on the
next row.
Row 1: K2, place bead on the 3rd st (do not knit st),
knit to end of row.
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Row 2: Knit, working the st with the bead as k1tbl.
Row 3: K3, place bead on the 3rd st, k1, place bead
on the 5th st, knit to end of row = 2 beads on the
row.

Row 4: Knit, working beaded sts as k1tbl.
Continue, placing 1 more bead on every other row (rows
5, 7, 9, etc), on every other st.
When there are 6 beads per row and you have knitted to
the end of the row, begin short rows:
K12 (back to the beads), turn and knit back. Turn and
knit to to end of row. Continue the same way in
short rows until there are 7 beads on the row.
Now you are at the center of the bead pattern.
Instead of placing 1 more bead on every other
row, you will add 1 bead fewer on alternate
rows. When there are 6 beads, work one
more short row. Now place 1 bead fewer
on alternate rows until there is only 1 bead
on the row. End by working 2 in / 5 cm
garter st without beads. BO loosely. Cut
yarn, leaving an 11¾ in / 30 cm end. Draw
end through last st. Seam the bound-off
and cast-on edges using
the yarn end. Weave
in all ends neatly
on WS.
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